Developing a model of speech production using the Neural Engineering Framework (NEF) and the Semantic Pointer Architecture (SPA)
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Abstract

Only a few approaches exist that are capable of combining the symbolic linguistic part of speech production with the phonetic sensory-motor part. The latter is especially difficult to model due to the need for a concrete articulatory-acoustic model that is controlled by a motor module activating a temporally well synchronized set of speech articulator movement units (SAMUs) based on the output of the phonological-linguistic module [1]. In addition, a stream of realistic somatosensory (tactile as well as proprioceptive) and auditive feedback signals is needed. The generation of realistic feedback signals requires a high-level articulatory-acoustic model of an artificial vocal tract as part of the whole production model [1].

In this conference contribution we will explain how a comprehensive symbolic-linguistic and sensory-motor model of speech production can be established using the well-established Neural Engineering Framework (NEF, [2, 3]) for designing large scale neural models [3, 4], which enables us to define and to process neural signals representing symbolic cognitive linguistic units like words, lemmas, and phonological forms of syllables as well as sensory-motor units like SAMUs [1].

Our biologically inspired neural speech production model has already been applied to medical research questions [5, 6, 7, 8] as well as to basic linguistic research questions concerning the feedback mechanisms involved in the production and repair of word production errors [9] but is expanded now by a motor module as well as by lower level auditory and somatosensory feedback mechanisms.

In our talk we will introduce specifically this new approach for generating motor control commands based on a NEF-SPA neural oscillator model [10], which allows us to elegantly generate the set of temporally synchronized SAMUs needed for the production of a syllable or word. A main benefit of this control approach lies in the fact that the speaking rate can be controlled by changing one parameter, i.e., the frequency of the neural syllable generation oscillators. The temporal coordination of all SAMUs is controlled by NEF-SPA phasing rules that define the points in time for starting and ending the activation of lower level neural oscillators controlling single SAMUs. First simulation results will be presented.
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